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CHAPTER I
l1IJE PROBLEM AND Db'FINITIONS OF 'rJ~I-t.M.G USED

1

The past twelve years has seen a drastic increase in
enrollment and a corresponding expansion of high school facilities in the state of Washington.

Since 1955, thirty-two

new high schools have opened doors to a total . of 21, 712
students their first year with the largest school enrolling
1,450 students and the smallest having 236 students.
I.

THE PROBLEM

Contrary to the reasonably sound financial situation
of an established high school, many of these new schools,
without available student body funds, find themselves in financial difficulty resulting from the purchase of interscholastic athletic equipment.

As Ovard (7:308) points out:

the student activity program, like all curriculum
areas,. requires financing for its success. Seldom does
a school district underwrite the school's activity program. Since the program has traditionally been an extracurricular program, the program has been financed by the
high school rather trilln from the operating budget of the
di~trict.
·
Except for coaches' salaries, playing facilities, and
transportation, local scllool boards in the state of Washington
are not allowed, by state law, to provide tax funds for the
athletic program.
Therefore, the new high school without available funds
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faces the problems of purchase of equipment and operating
expenses which represent a large cepital outlay before
school begins.
Purpose £f.

~

study.

Today, in the modern high

school, a more diversified a th let ic program is being offered,
which places added burden on the student body budget.

This

study was initiated in an effort to discover how the athletic
program has been financed in new high schools in the stnte of
Washington.

A survey of' the thirty-two new high schools

opened since 1955 was conducted to determine:

( 1) how much

money new high schools have been spending and can expect to
spend in the future to start their athletic programs; (2} how
new high schools have raj_sed money for the athletic program;
(3} how new high schools have organized and administered the

athletic budget for the first year; ( 4) how available arrangements and necessary procedures for financing the initial costs
of a new athletic program have been put into effect.

As a

result of this study, recornmendetions will be made as to procedures new schools might follow in planning and budgeting
for their athletic programs.
Background.

In the modern hie;h school the financing

of the athletic program. is big business and most certainly
requires careful consideration for the new high school plans
(6:365).

Rising costs of officialo, equipment, films, letter
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awards, and laundering service can quickly start the new high
school operating at a deficit.

It is also recognized that

within the athletic program nre such sports as cross country,
tennis, golf, gymnostios, end swim.ming which must be financed
by means other than gate receipts.
Need for the study_.

Since several school districts

are planning additional facilities ir. the near future, this
study will attempt to shed light on the problems previously
encowitered by new schools.

Finances for the athletic pro-

gram are not available for most schools prior to their opening, and there are no outlined procedures for most schools to
follow in raising such .monies.

By law, school boards in the

state of Washington are not allowed to provide tax funds for
the athletic program.

'11 herefore, a definite method of support

for financing the initial athletic program is necessary so
that a comprehensive program can be provided for all youngsters rather than only those who happen to reside in a financially stable district •
. Hypotheses.

1. Most new high schools in the state of

Washington face a substantial financial burden at the outset
in providing a comprehensive athletic program for their
youngsters; 2. Most new schools find themselves in debt as a
result of a lack of a ve.ila blo :rrnids for pure hase of equipment;
3. Athletics programs 1n new schools need finoncing from

4

sources other than

eate

receipts

<:ind

student ucti vi ty

tickets.
Method of reseorch.

Defore becinning the study, a

survey of literature in the area of athletic finance was conducted.

Considerable information was found regarding finano-

ing the established athletic program, but little has been
done in the area of financing the new program.

Inquiries

in the surro LU1ding geoeraphic al area concerning the existence
of any established guidelines for financing tho new school
athletic program revealed a need for such a plan that could
be used in the future.

Next, it was determined that the

method of survey would involve the use of a questionnaire devised and mailed to the principals of the thirty-two new high
schools opened since 1955.

Through this normative study, it

was hoped that certain data might be gathered concerning the
problems encountered by t:i.dministrators whose experience had
included financing a new athletic program.

Attention was

also directed toward determining general administrative and
supervisory responsibilities for student funds in general and
athletic funds in particular.

The questionnaire included an

opportunity for each respondent to recommend procedures that
could aid future planning.
Limitations of the study.

ThiH 8tudy is limited to

the thirty-two new high schools in the state of Washington
which have opened since 1955.

This study is also limited to
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the area of interschollrntlc e.tlilotics rather than the total
extra-curricular act ivi ti.ea program.

Tlie data to be uoed in

this study was secured by a questionn8ire which was sont to
the principals of the thirty-two new schools.
II.

Dl!.'FINITION OF Tl!;HMS USED

So that all respondents to the questionnaire would interpret the questions in a consistent manner, the H.uthor
offered the following definitions to be used in this study:
Athletic program.

The athletic progrom involves par-

ticipation in physical activity on a competitive basis at the
interscholastic level.
Athletic budget.

The budcot is interpreted as the

total estimated operating and equipment expenditures for the
athletic program on a yearly bas1s.
Activity ticket.

Within the high school, the pre-paid

student ticket allows for admission to school activities.
Student bodi

~·

The student body card is synony-

mous with the student activity ticket •
.Season ticket.

These tickets, usually offered at a re-

duced pre-game rate, allow admission for the entire sports
season.

Operating expenses.

These are expenses incurred as a

result of staging the Hthletic progrt'lm such

ELS

officirus,

timers, scorekeepers, laundering, supervisory personnel, and

facility rental.

Operuting expenses include all expenses

other than equipment purchose.
Twelfth grade .fLChools.

The schools in which the top

class the first year was the twelfth or senior year.

Eleventh grade

~chools.

The schools in which the top

class the first year was the eleventh or junior year.
Tenth grade schools.

The schools in which the top

class the first year was the tenth or sophomore year.

CHAP'rF~H

II

Little could be found in tho li torature thut specifically dealt with financing the new school et h Jetic procram.
However, it was felt that some of the related literatL1re
would be helpful in supporting the hypothesis; athletic programs in new schools need financing from sources other than
gate receipts and student activity tickets.

Therefore, the

purpose -0f this chapter is to present the status of interscholastic athletes according to the literature with attention also directed toward some financing plans currently in
use outside of the state of Washington.
~

status of athletics.

In Washington, the high

school associated student bodies must support and maintain
their interscholastic athletic programs.

Only coaches'

salaries, facilities, and transportation a.re supported financially by school district revenue.
However, the Educational Policies Commission (3:3) in
1954 issued the following statement related to the value of

interscholastic athletics:

"We believe in othletics as an

important part of the school physical education program.

We

believe that the experience of playing athletic games should
be a part of the education of oll children and youth who
attend school in the United States."
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Also, Forsythe (4:7) supports the Commission by stating, "Athletics should occupy a position in the curriculum
comparable to that of other subjects or activities."

Later,

it will be pointed out in this work that the majority of
principals of the new high schools in the state of Washington
support this philosopny.
Jacobson (6:318) talces another approach, "Students
should not be prevented from particlpating in extra-curricular
activities because of cost."

With this in mind, it would

seem unsound educationally for a high school athletic program
to be of poor quality or go in debt for lack of adequate finances.

Youngsters should not be deprived of an equal oppor-

tunity for a quality athletic program on the basis of
attendance at a new school that has limited funds.

This

would indicate a gross inequality of educational opportunity.
In addition, Duncan (2:87) lists the ways the interscholastic program benefits the entire student body and
community:
1.

By developing e.n understanding and a pprec ia ti on of
the place which interscholastic sports occupy in
American culture and developing sound, educBtional
attitudes toward them.

2.

By educating the student body in the appreciation of
sports and the best way to enjoy them from the ,
point of view of good sportsmanship.

3.

By serving as a focal point for the morale, spirit,
and loyalty of the students by providing a common
meeting ground and enthusiasm which is shared by
all.
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4.

By providing e wr10lesome proeram of sports in v1hich

students, parent::J, patrons, and friendn of the
school may sber13, to the end that the loyalty of
these groups to the school may be constantly renewed, strengthened, and united.
Financing plans

.Q_U~side

:iJash:i.ngton.

Snyder (9:85)

adds valuable information in his explanation of the philosophy of the Oakland, California equalization plnn for financing of interscholastic at;hletics; "Equal opportunity for
education implies an equal distribution of financial support
regardless of the size or economic status of a district."
Oakland schools receive an equal equipment allotment regardless of the size of the school, or its yearly gate receipts.
The coaches of the various sports meet and decide standards
of specifications on equipment such as types of balls,
shoulder pads, thigh guards, and baseball bats.

After the

equipment is examined and the standards are determined, the
lowest bidder receives the order.

As for the uniforms, the

quality, pattern, and colors are decided upon by the schools.
They also are selected on a bid basis.

Snyder lists the

values of the Oakland plan for financing:

1.

It has provided an opportunity for school leaders to
educate students on the basic outcomes of, and
necessity for, equality of opportunity;

2.

It has equalized standards and quality of equipment
for all players (in the caso of football, this has
meant safer equipment for the less wealthy school);

3.

It has permitted less wealthy schools the use of
other student body funds in about the same relative
proportion per student as other schools;
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4.

It hos eliminated special fund raising events for the
purchase of equipment;

5.

It has lowered tbe cost of equipment because of competitive bidding;

o.

It has meant a real naving in that each school, knowing approximutely its athletic budget for each
year, can plan wisely over a period of years for its
acquisition of equipment.
The entire athletic program is financed from the cen-

tral office.

Following each athletic contest, each school

mails a check for the amount of the gate receipts; then all
fees of officials, supervisory personnel, stadium rent, and
all other expenses are taken care of by the cen.tral athletic
office.
Another plan that is gaining wide support from educational leaders is the concept that state and local boards
should assume the responsibility for providing tax funds for
financing the athletic program.

According to George:

There is a trend in a few high schools to administer
athletic programs w:lthout admission charges. In a program of this type, the board of education assumes the
total financial responsibility. The philosophy that
'the game is for the students' prevails. (5:112)
Ahern further explains:
There would be no reserved seats or privileges. Admission would be free and friendly in the same manner
that is accorded the visitor to any classroom. One does
not pay to see students cope with the binomial theorem;
why then pay to see the intricacies of the split T
formation? (1:107)
Riley explains that in the state of New York it is
legal for Boards of Education to purchase athletic equipment
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for athletic teoms.

In nddition they provide the playine;

fields, gymnasiums, nnc1 other expen:::;eci of the procrem.

How-

ever, gate receipts wore still in effect to help finance

the program in l9G2. {8:2)
Ahern sums up his argwnent for financine; athletics
with tax funds:
• • . tlte most de~.drable nnd defensible method of financo would put the whole cost of m<.1intnining the
athletic program as the full responsibility of the school
district. To do this, the school administrator must moke
his philosophy crystal clear to the staff, the board of
education, and his c:ommuni ty. If inter~;cholastic athletics constitute a ret1l pnrt of the school program and nre
a distinct part of teucbing, then it muot be understood
that the work of the coach-teacher is comparable to the
work of the clussroom teacher.
(1:108)
It seems from the literature that in the future there
will be increased support for the entire cost of athletics
coming from district funds, coach'

r~

r~;al<:-tries,

athletic fields,

gymnaslums, equipment, uniforms, g0mo officiols' fees, faculty
supervisors, public address personnel and the like.

With

this type of financing, admission to all games would be without cost to enyone.
Su:-nmary.

It has been the purpose of this chapter to

present the stat us of interscholastic nthletic s according to
the literature and also direct attention to some financing
plans currently in use outside of the state of Vfoshington.

It was found thnt educr;tors genorully support athletics es an
integral part of the totol educational program.

Furthermore,

there is a growing support for financing the program with the
aid of tax funds eithPr from state or local revenue.

CIL\PTER III
PROCEDU.l\1~3

The questionnaire.

USED IN THE GTUDY

The first section of the question-

naire was devised to secure dota concerning the enrollment
of the schools and the number of classes included the first
year.

Also, the degree of interscholastic competition was

ascertained as this would possibly affect the initial budget.
Q.uestions were also asked concerning the sel action and po.rticipat ion of the coaches in the development of the initial
budget.
The second section was constructed to investigate the
organization and administration of the initial athletic budget.
First, the principals were requested to indicate who was responsible for determining the total amount of the budget, and
then who was responsible for allocating the IIDnies to the
various individual sports.

Next, respondents were asked to

indicate the number of expected participants and the level of
the sports that were offered the first year of competition.
Finally, the second section sought to eet an accurate picture
of the initial budget.

Questions were asked concerning the

estimated dollar needs, amount spent for purchase of new
equipment, available fwids prior to the opening of schools,
total expenditures, and the initial debt.
Section three directed attention to the methods used
in securing and allocating funds for the initial athletic
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program.

The use of the student ncti vi ty ticket was in-

cluded in section three nlong with the basis for allocoting

money to the various sports.
The fourth section was devised to determine the arrangements for financing the deficit of the initial year.
At the conclusion of the questionnaire, eac:h principal
was given an opportunity to add comments or recommendetions.
Hecognizing that each school mciy huve experienced some unusual financing circumstances, it was hoped that these narrative responses would add depth to the study.

Twenty-four

principals responded to this opportunity.
To achieve a high rate of response, the questionnaire
was kept short and concise.

A brief personal introductory

letter from the investigator and hia principal introduced
the questionnaire and its value to future expansion in the
state.

This personal letter in addition to the cover page

of the questionnaire clearly stated the purpose of the study
and its hoped for outcomes.
Data gathering.

The

quf~stionnuire,

an introductory

letter, and self-addressed, stampecl envelope was mailed to

the thirty-two principels on February 27, 196?.

On April 3,

196?, a follow-up letter was sent to the six principals who
had not responded.
Response to the q11eotionnaire moiled on February 2?,
l9o7 to the thirty-two prineipals was twenty-six replies

(81.25%).

Six additional questionnaires were mailed on
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April 3, 196? with six additional replies to mn.ke a total of
thirty-two, 100 per cont, returned
Treatment of the data.

que~itionnrd.ros.

After the questionnaires had

been returned, it became necessary to analyze the responses.
The first step was to divide the schools according to
their top class.

All tenth grade schools (8), all eleventh

grade schools (12), and all twelfth grade schools (12) were
tabulated separately.
Comparisons could tre n be made as to the financial
problems encow1tered by schools in relation to the number of
classes included and the variety of activities offered.
Responses to the first part of the questionnaire dealing with enrollment, top class, the extent of interscholastic
league competition, and the role of coaches were grouped, tabul&ted, and summarized.
Responses to the second section of the survey dealing
with the organization and administration of the initial athletic budget were grouped, tabulated, totaled, and swnmarized.
Financial figures also included in the second section were
grouped, totaled, averaged, and summarized.

These figures

were analyzed in relation to the total number of schools,
various grade levels, and on a per pupil basis.
The third section of the questionnaire contained responses which revealed the number of schools able to purchase
equipment prior to the opening of the new school.

Hespondents
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were asked to check the raetlwds utilized in securing money
prior to and during the first year of the program, and insert
an

Mnext

funds.

to the methods that gained the major portion of the

Then the principals checked all the methods used by

the athletic program in obtaining money durinB the first year.
;'~gain

an M was requested next to the major sources of revenue.

Space was also provided for "other methods" not listed on the
questionnaire.
~rouped

These replies were tabulated, totaled, and

according to class.
The next section dealing with the arrangements for fi-

nancing the debt was analyzed by determining first if the
school had been in debt following the first year.

Then the

responses to the arrangements for financing were tabulated,
totaled, and grouped according to class.
The concluding section of the questionnaire contained
the principals' comments and recommendations.

The investiga-

tor carefully read and analyzed these comments for pertinent
information.

Comments were selected for addition to the

study as typical examples of the thinking of school men who
have experienced the problem.

CHAPTER IV
ANALY3I3 OF THE DATA

General information.

The thirty-two participating

schools renged in size from 1450 to 235.

Table I, page 17,

shows the average enrollment of oll the schools was 099
students.

From the figures showing the average enrollments

by grade level, computations cnn be made of averages of income, equipment and operating expenditures, tendency to underestimate initial needs, cost of the program per pupil, and
debt.
Table I also shows the number of schools that participated in league competition the first year.

Note that all

twelfth grade schools participated while only half of the
eleventh grade schools and none of the tenth grade schools
competed in league competition.

Some assumptions can be

made regarding the reasons for these facts.

First, it would

seem that schools including twelfth grade students had athletes enrolled who had ex.perienced league competition.
Second, on the basis of age and size of the athletes, schools
having twelfth grade students would be more capable of competing on an equal basis.

Also, twelfth grade schools may

have felt obligated to provide the experience of league competition for their athletic teems.

It

w~s

not within the

scope of this study to determine the degree of success of the
schools participating in league competition the first year.

TABLE I
DIVISION, E:1rROLLl.u.J.\T J J.1m EXTEl'IT CF P..:..HTICIP11.TION
COMPETITIOh OF TI-IE TE.IETY-T\·10 Kr:;;; SCHOCL.3

n:

Participanls-

Total

Top Cl8.S3
First YeE:_'

Number

Tvrnlfth G:-s.de. •

..• .

Eleventh J.rade •

...

Grc:~e.

Non-..::.Partici~a:'..ts

in League

in League

Co£apet i tiori

Conpeti ti er.

• 12

9152

?63

12

0

. . 12

8414

709

6

6

4809

601

0

8

18

14

....... 8
Total. . . . . . . . . . • 32
Average •• . . . . . . . .
Tenth

Average
Enrollnent Enrollment

LE;i.GU-..:

22375
(699)

I-'
'1
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In addition, it should be noted that leAgue competition
can be more costly as league rules usually demand a varsity
and junior varsity team, an inflexible schedule of games, and
first rate equipment and uniforms.

Also it might be considered

that a school not participating in league competition can
carefully select its opponents which could result in a better
win-loss record and better gate receipts.
Organization and administration Q.f. tbe inltial athletic budget.

Thirty-one of the principals indicated that

the coaches were selected prior to the formation of the initial athletic budget.

In addition, nineteen of the schools

had requested their coaches to submit a proposed budget for
their particular sport.

However, the final responsibility

for determining the total amount of the initial athletic
budget for the first year was the principal's in twenty-nine
(90.6 per cent) of the schools.

It was also noted that the

athletic directors were involved with the principals and
coaches in ten of the schools.

The responsibility for allocatin13 the monies to the
various individual sporta was the principel' s in twenty-four
( '75 per cent) of the schools.

Some respondents indicated that

other members of the staff, vice principals, athletic directors, coaches, and activities co-ordinators worked with
the principal to some extent, but no prevailing trend was
evident.

19

Allocation of these funds for the new athletic program
was on the basis of the estiffiF.lted needs determined by the
coaches in twenty-four of the schools.

Eight of the schools

used the number of expected participants as the criterion for
determining the amount neces=:iury for the program.

The evi-

dence clearly reveals that the prevailing procedure in the
new schools was for the principal and coach to work together
in solving budgetary needs with the principal charged with
the final responsibility of approval.
The extent of interscholastic athletic programs and
the average expected participants for the first year are
presented in Table II, page 20.

Purchasing of equipment,

budgeting for operating expenses, and selecting coaches are
planned in re lat ion to the extent of the proerum.

The budget

of the new school is also determined, to a great extent, by
the number of sports offered and the number of participants
in each sport.
To clarify the figures, please note that some schools
offered all three of the levels for several of the sports.
For example, a school could offer varsity football, junior
varsity football, and sophomore football.
The data in Table II also presents some rather revealing isolated facts.

Note that three (25 per cent) of the

twelfth grade schools Jid not participate in varsity football.
However, all twelve of tho

Game

schools purticipated in

TABLE II
E..TI'ENT OF INTERSCHOL.A-3TIC ATELETIC PROGRA1~G ~rm
THE .AVERAGE EXPECTED P.il.RTICil)Al'iTS THE FIR~T YE.t:.R

Foot- Wrest- Basket-Base- Swim- CrossTrack ball ling
ball
ball ming___~~~ntry Tencis Golf

Gymnasties

Twelfth Grade

.....
..
Average expected. .
participants.
. .54

Varsity •
• .11
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Al :~o, t l1ere do en not seem to

oe

much

variance in the extent of c;port:3 offered 1etween twelfth and
eleventh grude schools.

But, tenth grade schools were ex-

tremely meager in their progrorns.

Only one tonth grade

school was bold enough to offer Vtirsi ty basket ball, baseball,
and wrestling.

In addition, only two tenth grade schools

offered varsity programs in track, tennis, golf, and
gymnastics.
Financial figures.

When planning for the first year's

budget, it becomes necessary to estimate expenditures in relation to the number and types of sports offered and the expected participants.

The principals were asked to indicAte

the total estimated amount they felt would bo necessary for
the first year's opera.tine nnd equipment bude;et.

This re-

sponse would then represent the total est imnt ed budget.
Table III, page 22, reveals the totals and averages
of the estimated budgets of the twenty-six schools responding
to this question.

Also included in this data are the total

expenditures of the twenty-six responding schools for the
first year.

The

purposf~

of rrable III is to focus attention

on the fact that in .all three clussifications of schools;
the tendency was to underest.lmate first ye1:1r needs.
The average tenJency to
six responding schools was

u~Jerestimate

~1,738.

by

all twenty-

It would seem from

this data that principals who are ultimately responsible for

TABLE III
TOTALS Ai~u ;..VERAGES CF ESTD.:itTED BUDGET.:3, ACTUAL EXPE!~DITURES,
AND TE:;n:s:;cy TO Ul:D:C,1\i.:3'TTI.IATE l'JEEDS FOR THE FIR3I' YE...;R

Top
Class
First

;.. ver:_-:? 2

Total
Es ti sat eel

NurJber

Yeer

Report~ng

Twelfth Grade •

.

.
..

Eleventh Grc.de
Tenth Grade •

. .. .• .• .•

Totals
Averages

E~iset

Average
Estir:ia ted

Budget

Total

Expenditures

Avere.ge

Expenditures

10

~133,570

$13 , 3C7

~133,821

10

124,361

12,436

165,022

16,502

6

69,800

11,500

73,888

12,2-14

26

~327,~31

~13,

382

~~e~~

~

173"

4,0GC
814.

-_·

~72, 731
~12,376

Tende~c~ to
U;15 e.:c~s""'.:.i :::·. ~.::

~--'

7~~

.::~

<"'ld.
".!._ 7.;;
....._'~vu

~

1:\)

N

determining the inltinl atbletic bud.got should more Cflrefully
evaluate their estimr1ted budgets.
overwhelming underestimate of needs
grade schools.

The evir1ence points to un
by

principols of eleventh

On the other hand, the principals of the

twelfth grade schools were the most accurate.

When deter-

mining ways Hnd means of financing the initial progrnm, it
becomes :i.mperati ve that a somewhat u.ccurate estimate of the
initial budget be mnde.

In the past, the majority of the

student bodies of the new hit:,h schools have shouldered the
financial burden of inaccurate estimates.
Equipment expenditures will be dependent upon the
scope of the program.

Since the twelfth grade schools pro-

vided the most comprehensive program the first year, their
equipment expenditures could lio expectod to be gror-iter thnn
either the eleventh or tenth grade schools.

Comparing the

equipment expenditures in Table IV, page 24, to the extent
of the programs offered in Table II, page 20, the evidence
points to the twelfth grade scr,ools more comprehensive offering of sports and apparent efficiency in purchasing equipment.
Table IV reveals that the twelfth grade schools spent sixtynine dollars more than the eleventh grade schools and C2,793
more than the tenth grade schools for equipment.
Operating expenditures include any expenses incurred
as a result of staging the uthletic program such as officials,
timers, scorekeepers, laundering, athlete insurance, and

TABLE IV
TOTALS AND AV-MAGES OF EQUIP.ME!~ AND
OPERATD~G EXPENDITURES THE FIRST YEAR

Top Class
First Year

NW!l.ber
Report ins

Twalfth Grade.

Average
Equipment
Expenditures

Total
OperatL1g
:E2:R~P.Qi_"t ure~

Aver~ge

Operating
_Expenq_itt.g'e_fi

. .10

$114,438

$11,443

~19,380

$1,938

.10

113,742

11J3?4

51,280

5,128

• 6

51 ,899

8,650

21,988

3,664

Eleventh Grade .
Tenth Grade. .

Total
Equipment
Expenditures

...

Totals • • • • • • • • 26
Averages • • • • • • •

~280

,079

( 10 J 77 2)

H

_

$92 J 648

(3,563)

N
~

25

plr.yin13 fncility rontH1.

'Ehi

~·

lnclu.des ull expenses other

than equipment purchltGE;.
The evidence revo[·1ls a wiclo v:iriance in firf-it year
operating expenditures.

Operating expenditures as shown in

Tnble IV for twelfth grade schools averaged only 37 per cent
as great as operating expenditures for eleventh grade schools
and averHged only 53 per cent as great as tenth grade schools.
There are s0vi::ral possible reasons for such a variance.
First, it is possible that eleventh and ten th grade schools
did not have their own playing facilities and consequently
had to rent facilities the first year.

Also it may have

been that twelfth grade schools had their own laundry facilities and the eleventh and tenth grade schools may have been
without.

Twelfth grade schools could have kept their opera-

ting expenses to a minimum if they were able to solicit more
volunteer help in terms of timers, scorekeepers, and crowd
control personnel.

Finally, some schools purchase a portion

of the athletes' insurance.

Eleventh and tenth grade schools

may have followed this policy and would then tend to have a
heavier burden of operating expenditures.

All of these ser-

vices which must be provided by the athletic program's operating expenditures should draw close scrutiny by principals
responsible for the initial athletic budget.
One of the purposes of this study was to determine if
new schools were in debt following the first year's athletic
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program.

Also within the scope of thi3 investigation was

th~

uncoverine of data related to the total income for athletics
from all sources.

Table V, page 27, shows the relationships

between expenditures, income, end dobt.
Attention is once again brought to the fact that only
the twenty-six schools provided complet,e financial information.

Of the remaining six schools, one tenth grade, one

eleventh grade, and one twelfth grade school did not have any
debt following the first year's athletic program.

Since they

did not supply details of their expenditures, they were
omitted from this portion of the survey results.

The re-

maining three schools were not able to supply complete information, so they too were not included.
From the data in Table V, it was found thut the average new school was over ten thousand dollars in debt follow-

ing its first year.

The average eleventh grade school, be-

cause of its high operating expenditures, found itself facing
the biggest deficit, $12,464.

This again points to the need

for careful attention to methods and procedures for financing

the new school's athletic program.
Also, Table V presents data indicnting the average income for the twenty-six reporting schools was *3,956.

How-

ever, it was found that the tenth grndu schools hod a hieher
average income than either the eleventh or twelfth grade
schools.

This seems unusual in light of the me1:1gerness of

the tenth grade schools• programs.

TABLE V
TOTALS AND AVERAGES OF EXPENDITUP..ES, n;cm.IB Ju'JD DEBT
OF THE ATHLETIC PROGRiu\IS OF THE THIRTY-T'NO
HIGH SCHOOLS DURING THEIR FIRST YEAR

Number
Reportj_ng

Top Class
First Year
Twelfth Grade.

..

• 10

. . 10
.• .. 6

Eleventh Grade •
Tenth Grade

Averages, all schcols 26

Total

Average

-~~~e~ri_di tm;:~~ E:mendi~g.J;'_e~~

Total Average
_ Incorr:e Income

Total
Debt

Average
Debt

$133,821

$13,382

$34,860

~, 4Bo ~.ss, 960

~9,896

165,022

16,502

40,380

4,038 124,640

12,464

?3,888

12,314

27,612

4,002

$

14,335

$

3 J 956

46, 276
~10,

7,71.2

330

N
...;J

28

Averageo of expendit,uros, income, :incl debt do not give

the complete pie t

urt~

of tlw f inu ncin 1 burd on of tho new high

schools' student b odien.

'l'n br1

nc

l.111• ::d

t 11:;t ion into Bharper

focus, Table VI prcsentG trirJ cor:t of Lhc EJth1etic
pupil.

rrhese

fic;Ul'(~G

pro{~ram

per

Dl'U rul11tcd Lo Llw twenty-six schools

which supplied completo fin·. twi1.1 i11fc1rrnntion.

This is the

reason for the difference in enrollment figures in Table I,
page 17, and Table VI.
Til.BLE VI
PER

STUDENT COST OF THE ATHLETIC PROGRAMS OF THE
1 IiIHTY-TVIO Ni',; llIGII 8CHOOLS IN THE
DTATE Oli' WASHING TOI\ :F'HOM l 95 5-1966
1

Top Class
First Year

Number
r:c:rlortinc;

'l1otal
Number
.Sxpend iof
tures
utudents

Twelfth Grade
Eleventh Grade
Tenth Grade

10
10

$133,82.l
165,022

G

Totals

26

Per
Gtudent
Cost

7,389

$18.11

73,888

7' 59 5
2,2og

28 .32

~372, 731

17) 193

21.72

~21.60(.A.ver.)

''

Even though the tenth grade schools had higher average
incomes and lower average debts than the eleventh and twelfth
grade schools, lower. total enrollment led to a higher per
pupil cost of the program.

Eleventh and twelfth grade schools

also had high per student cost figures, particularly when it
is considered that the athlet1.c proeram ia only a portion of
the total student body financial responsibility.
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In addition, per pupil debt crrn be computed with figures in Tables V and VI.

Per pupil debt following the first

year's athletic programs were, uccordine to the top class of
the school: (1) tenth grade students--$20.95;
grade students--$16.41;

(2) eleventh

(3) twelfth grade students--~13.39.

This evidence emphasizes the need for planning, organizing,
end changing our present inadequate methods and procedures
of athletic finance.

It is evident that students, faculties,

and administrators must devote time and energy to finding
ways to finance a quality program.
Securing~

funds,

All thirty-two of the responding

principals supplied complete information in the third section
of the questionnaire.

The purposes of the third section were

to gain some insight into the degree of equipment purchase
prior to the opening of school, methods of securing funds for
the equipment purchase prior to the first year, and methods
of raising money during the first yeo.r.

Attention was also

directed to the role of the student activity ticket.
Principals were first usked to indicate for which
sports all necessary equipment was purchased prior to the
opening of the new school.

Of the thirty-two schools, only

eleven were able to purchase All of their necessary equipment
prior to the opening of school.
Planning is made difficult when coaches of the various

_ sports do not have the ncctJSt>ary equipment.

J.i:stablished high
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schools are able to purchose thclr equipment prior to the
opening of the full se.:uJlon.

0ince e.n equal opportunity for

pertlcipation is one of the gouls of the athletic program,
lack of necessary equipment for the new school8 does not
allow provision for the same quality program as established
schools.
The data with regard to methods of securinc funds for
the athletic program prior to the opening of school and the
methods of raising money during the first year are presented
in TableVII.

TABLE VII
METHODS OF SECURING FUNDS FOH THE J.. TIJ.LBTIC PROGRAM
PRIOR TO AND DUHING THE FIRST YEAR
Fwids

Funds

prior
to
first

during

year
Student activity tickets
Existing schools' gifts
Season tickets
Booster but tons
Parent·money projects
Student money projects
Gate receipts at gomes

the

Major first
method year

9

0

11
1

11

2
2
6

0
1
0
2

30
11
8

7
6

22
28

Major
method

15
1
1
0
1
7
9

The totals of the responses reveal that the most frequently utilized methods of financine the athletic program
for new high schools during the first year involved the
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students.

Thirty schools representing 94 per cent of the

respondents indicated the mile of stUL1ent activity tickets
as a source of revenue with one-half of thooe reporting this
as a major source of income.

A closer look et the use of

the student activity ticket reveals that 91 per cent of all
the stL1dent s in the new high schools pure ha sed student acti v-

i ty tickets.

The tenth

grade

schools sold

<J6

per cent of

their students the activity ticket, while twelfth grade
schools were able to sell 79 per cent.

Prices of the activ-

ity ticket ranged from a high of nine dollars to a low of
two dollars with the average of all thirty-two schools, five
dollars and fifty cents.

It should be noted that although

the tenth grade schools were very successful in selling their
activity tickets, their average price was only three dollars
and seventy cents, nearly two dollars less than either the
eleventh or twelfth grade schools.
The survey also attempted to determine if the participating schools allotted a specific portion of the student activity ticket for the athletic program.

The data revealed

that sixteen schools did not allot a specific amount of the
ticket for athletics.

However, three schools reported that

they allotted 100 per cent of the cost of the ticket to the
athletic program.

Six other schools reported that 50 per cent

or better of each activity ticket was provided specifically

for athletics.
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Student money raising projects were utilized in
twenty-two, 66 per cont, of the schools.

Twenty-eight

schools were also dependent upon gate receipts for financing
the program during the first year although only nine marked
this as a major source.
Gifts from existing schools in the district was

th~

major source of revenue prior to the opening of school.
Eleven schools were fortunate enough to have other schools
in their districts which were able to help.

Only one of the

reporting schools didn't find it necessary to initiate any
type of money raising activity either prior to or during the
first year.

Some schools chose to sell student activity

tickets during the spring preceding their opening.

This was

the second most important source of income prior to the
opening of the new school.
From the evidence, the finances for the new schools'
athletic programs have been dependent upon the ability of
students along with faculties and administrators to shoulder
the burden of raising money.
·In the spaces provided for "other methods," severul
unique money raising techniques were employed.

An auction

netted one school $2,000, an apple drive sponsored by a service club provided $3,500 for another school, and a concert
sponsored by local merchants raised money for another school.
Also, several principals indicated that candy sales were
successful.
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In the space provideJ bt the conclusion of the

tionrwire, several vciluable comments were providecl.

~ues

One

principal indicated that Id:::: Bchool rec8ived surplus Navy

football equipment valued at ~10,000.

Booster dinners, car-

nivals, and car raffles in which the community becomes involved in planning and stagiri..e were mP-ntioned as effective
means of gaining financial support.

Another suggestion in-

volved the setting aside of a small porcentace of the gate
receipts or concessions profits at the existing schools in a

district·and earmarking these fundn for the project new
schools' athletic programs.
The Seattle school district has taken a positive step
to eid their new schools.

They hnve initiated a loan fund

to which each existing high school contributes :;J;l, 000 from
their activity fund.

Then, when a new high school is prepar-

ing to open, personnel responsible can borrow the necessary

money and pay back on five equal installments, interest free.
Arrangements for financing the doficit.

The principals

of the thirty-two high schools were next asked to reveal if
their schools were in debt following the first year; if so,
they were asked if an inatallment plan was arrane;ed for payment of the debt.

Twenty-four schools replied that install-

ment payments were necessary, six did not use the installment,
and two

~1chools

had no t1Pficit.

It ;:ih()ulrl bn noted, however,

that two of the Seattle hlgh schools

W(Jre

troutcd a.s being in

debt as they owed the Geattlo Eich .:Jchool Loe:in Fund.
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In all cases, schools arranged an installment plan with
athletic supplies merchandisers.

Four schools indicated that

the plan for payment included the use of funds from other
schools in the district.

In addition, the survey also re-

vealed that no interest was charged any of the schools by the
suppliers.
Twenty-six principal ti replied that they were r8sponsible for arranging the installment plan.

Six principals in-

dicated they shared the responsibility with their coaches,
athletic.director, activities coordinator, or vice principal.
If a careful budget had been set up prior to the first
year with all apparent equipment and operating expenditures
included, the princ:tpals mieht have been o.ble to estimate the
amount of indebtedness they would fe.ce followine the first
year's program,

The last two questions of this section were

devised to reveal if principals tended to underestimate their
indebtedness, and if so, the reasons why.
Keeping in mind that two of the participating schools
did not have any indebtedness, fifteen replied that they had
underestimated their indebtedness and fifteen indicated that
they had been accurate in their estimates.

The principals of

the twelfth grade schools were the most accurate in their estimates as the evidence reveals that eight of the twelve reported that tLey did not under0Dtimate their indebtedness.
The most inaccurate were the tenth grade principals as six of
the seven responding underestimated their debt.
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The reasons for a blGger debt than anticipated are illustrated in Table VIII.

From the figures, principals point

to equipment and operating costs rather than a lack of income
for their first year's indebtedness,

However, it should be

noted that some schools reported a combination of reasons
for their debt.
TABLE VIII
HEASONS FOH BIGGER DEBT THAN AN'l1ICIPAT1!.'D
FOLLOWING Th}!; FIHS'l1 YEAR

Item

Number

Equipment costs exceeded expectations • • • • • •
Operating costs exceeded expectations, • • • • ,
Increased numbers of participants than expected.
Less gate receipts than anticipated, • • • • • •
Less student activity ticket sales than expected

Principals'

comments~

recommendations.

• •

12

•

,...,

•

• •
• •
• •

g

0

5

5

Section V

of the questionnaire provided space for the participants to

add any comments or recommendations that could provide additional .depth to this study and therel1y aid future new schools
in their initial plans.

Twenty-four principals used this op-

portunity to provide some valuable information as a result of
their experiences.
For the most part, the comments were related to methods
of raising money to get out of debt.

In addition several of
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tho respondents gave their views on the use of tax funds for
rolieving the financial burd,:m encountered by the new schools.
Two high schools suggested the use of a planning committee involving both school nnd conu-nunlty people in money
raising projects.
In Seattle the school board has ruled thu t a f;tudent
body cannot go in debt.

As a result• the superintendent ar-

ranged for each of the exi stine high schools to contribute
~1,000 from their activity fund to a loan fund for new schools.

This is paid back in five equal installments, interest free,
from football receipts.
Six of the principals wrote that they felt some action
should be taken on the state and/or local level for provision
of tax funds for the f:tnancing of new schools.
One of the purposes of thin study is to determine if
new methods of financing the new sobools' athletic programs
are needed.

The following quotes from participating princi-

pals support financing the athletic program of the new high
school with tax funds:
. "If activities, including interscholastic athletics,
are a defensible part of the school program, their f inanc ial SLlpport is a legitimate charge on public funds.
Otherwise .kids, teachers, and coaches are expected to assume an unfair share of the burden.''
"I would suggest that action be taken on the state
level to allow school districts to budget a specific
amount to new schools to assist in meeting the tremendous
financial obligations during the first two or three years."
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"My feeling is thnt the school d:i. strict should pns s a
special levy to f:!nance a new school's activity program.
Then the burden would be Dhared equally by all parents.''

"I would like to see the district take on the first
financial burden of athletics."
"Suburban high schools have very poor athletic receipts when compared to the small or medlum sized towns
where there is local clientele and support for the teams.
Even now, after four years, our athletic receipts do not
pay for the athletic program."
The principals' oom:nents clearly point to the need for
relieving the new high school from this initial financial
burden.

As a necessity much time and effort has been expended

by students, teachers, and administrators in raising money for
the athletic program even though the principals indicated a
reluctance to devote school time to these projects.

CfL\J>TEH V
SUMMAHY, CONCLUZ.:IONS, AND RECOi·ilMENDATIONS

I.

SUMMARY

This study was initiated to determine if new high
schools in the state of Washington face a substantial financial burden in providing a comprehensive athletic program.
In addition, with careful gathering of evidence, the study
would uncover the reasons new schools faced debt following
the first year's operation.

Finally, this study was under-

taken to investigate whether new high schools need financing
from sources other than gate receipts and student activity
tickets in order to provide a quality athletic program.
A questionnaire provided data concerning all thirtytwo new high schools in the state of Washington since 1955.
First, the questionnaire was presented by sections.

Then the

degree of response and the treatment of the data was explained.
Next, analysis of the data revealed the following:
general information of the participants;
administration of the initial budget;
of the initial budget;

2. organization and

3. financial figures

4. securing the funds;

for financing the deficit.

5. arrangements

Concluding the analysis, princi-

pals' comments end recommendations were added as valuable
support to the data.

1.

It was found thnt tlt<:; pr·; ncl1,1nJ.D hod the fin::.il responsibility for
budget.

deter:ninin~

tlic total nmount of the initial

However, principals enli0ted the coach's aid in

suegesting a budget in nineteen of the schools.

'l'he evidence

indicated that the prevailing procedure wnD for the principal
and coach to work together in determining the extent of the
budget and allocating tlw money to the various sports.
Complete financial figures were provided by twenty-six

of the respondents.

The others were discarded in this por-

tion of the survey.

However, thirty of the participants were

in debt following the first year; the other two schools hod

no debt following the inlt:to.l your.
A careful analysis of the financial fi13ures was under-

taken to uncover areas of flnence t.hnL neud careful consideration for future new high schools.

ThiD on11lysis included

totals and averages of the figures categorized according to
the top classes of the new schools the first year.

Attention

was directed to estimated exponditu.reo, actual expenditures,
underestimated needs, income, and debt.

Furthermore, income

and de.bt per student were computed as further evidence of the
financial burden experienced by new high schools in initiating
their athletic programs.
A financial breakdown showed that the average new high
school spent in excess of $10 .ooo for equipment and better
than $3,000 for operating expenditures for a total of over
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$14,000 in first year exponditures.

Even the tenth grade

schools with a meager offering of sports spent an averaee of
better than $12,000 the first yenr.

In relation to these

facts, each school had an average debt in excess of :i;;lO ,000
following the first year os the average income per school
was found to be just under

~4,000.

In addition, it was found

that per student costs for the first year averaged better
than $21 per student and that each student's debt was $15.70.
The study also uncovered data concerning the securing
of funds·for the athletic program.

One of the purposes of

the study was to find if methods of financing the new schools'
programs in the past were satisfactory.
The majority of principals replied that there was no
money available for the purchase of all the necessary equipment prior to the opening of school.

The methods employed

which were utilized most frequently were sale of student activity tickets, and student money raising projects.

Only

nine schools replied that gate receipts at games was a major
method of raising money •
. Next, the survey sought the arrangements for financing
the deficit.

Each respondent was asked to indicate if they

were able to finance the first year's debt satisfuctorily.
The thirty schools reporting debt replied that athletic supplies merchandisers offered credit interest free.
i~

However·,

was toW14 that prinoipals had some diftioulty estimating
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Fifty per cent of the respondents

their initial indebtedness.

reported they had underentimated their schools' debt follow-

ing the first year.
At the conclusion of the survey, the majority of prin-

cipala recommended thnt new tnothodn be
nancing the new high school'

3

lnvestier~ited

eithletic proe;r::1m.

for fi-

Also, the

majority of the participating principals supported the concept
that action be taken by the state to allow for either the
state or local tax funds to be used for financing the athletic
program of the new high school.
II.

CONCLUSIONS

This study has determined that the student bodies of
thirty of the thirty-two new high schools were in debt the
first year.

These schools faced an average indebtedness of

over $10,000 following the first year's athletic program.
addition, each student's debt was found to be $15.70.

In

This

evidence clearly supports the hypotheois that most new high
schools in the state of Washington face a substantial burden
in providing a comprehensive athletic program.
The primary factor leading to the financial burden encountered by the new high schools was the initial cost of
equipment.

The established high school purchases replacement

equipment each year which does not constitute the encumbrance
faced when new equipment must be purchased by all sports
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offerl?d.

Only eleven ncboolr; jncl:i.cated any fundti av:iiloble

prior to the fi:c8t yenr.

i-.;ow i>ehools averaeed over

~10,

000

in equipment expendi tureo which parallol H the amount of indebtedness faced by the average new school.

These fectu

support the related hypothesis that most new schools find
themselves in debt as a result of lack of available funds for
the purchase of equipment.
New schools will continue to face this financial problem with present means of raising money.

The two schools

which were not in debt following the first year were fortunate to receive gifts from the· reserves built by established
high schools in the district.

This puts the typical new

high school at a distinct disadvantage in providing a quality
athletic program.

The evidence has proven that student ac-

tivity tickets, student money raising projects, and gate receipts have not been adequate for financing the initial program even though they were reported as the major methods of
raising money.

Therefore, since lack of adequate funds has

led to heavy indebtedness, the evidence has supported the related .hypothesis that athletic programs in new schools need
financing from sources other than gate receipts and student
activity tickets.

III.

RECOMMENDATIONS

As a rosult of this study, the investigator would like
to offer the following recommendations in an effort to help
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principals responsible for initiatins future new hieh school
athletic programs.
Vlhen planning for the new school's athletic program,
it might be advantageous to make arrangements several years
in advance for a small percentage of gate receipts and/or concessions at contests of the existing school to be placed in
a fund for the new school.
The evidence of this study tends to indicate that
careful attention be given the purchase of athletic equipment.
l'rincipal's and coaches could thoroughly investigate the quality of various brands of equipment in an attempt to purchase
quality equipment which might delay the necessity of repair
or replacement.

Also to be considered is tbe guarantee and

service provided when purchasing new equipment.

Finally, the

purchase of equipment on a bid basis may be advantageous.
Since new schools make volume purchases, competitive bidding
by salesmen could result in lower cost as they can afford a
lower mark-up than ordinary and it is to their advantage to
establish a cooperative relationship with the new school
personnel.
The study has suggested that new schools involve
people in the community in solving financial problems.

By

enlisting their help in money raising projects, parents and
schools could work togetho1• ro. th er than the entire responsibil1 ty resting upon etudanta, raoul.tien, and admin:1.strotors
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at the achool.

It misht alHo be possible to enlint people

in the community as supervisory personnel for contests.

By

involving parents, expenses can be kept to a minimum, ond
increased school spirit, loyalty, and community awareness of
the program can be the result.
Equipment expenditures have been the primary factor
for indebtedness, but the evidence indicntes that average
operating expenditures

almo~1t

equal the averF.Je;e income the

first year.

This would suggest that unnecessary operHting

expendit~res

be avoided.

In conclusion, this study has provided evidence which
suggests that educational leaders in the state of Vlashington
investigate the possibil1ty of making tax funds avail(;l.ble so
that time and energy previously devoted to removing the new
school's athletic debt can better be spent on the total
school program.
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APPENDIX

Fedcra.l \·fri.y HiGh School
30611 16th Avenue South
Federal Way, Washington 913003
1"ebruary 27, 1967

Principal
New Hieh School
State of ifashington
De~r

Principal:

Here at FP.cieral ·way, we arc in the process of planninc our
second high school, Thomas Jefferson Hi~h School. Our rencarch
revealed little in the way of sugge3tions in financing an
athletic program for a new hich school.
This survey, then, is intended to provide us with valuable
information and will serve to n0sist future expansion in
the State o Because of the small sa':lrling (32 schools),, it
is hoped that we will receive a maximum return. Will you
please take the few minutes necessary to complete the enclosed questionnaire.
Sincerely,

Gary H. Brines

P. s. I hope you will pardon one more intrusion on your time.
However, I am sure that Gary Brines• study will be of help to
many 01' us throughout the State who are faced with the task of
opening a new high school and struggling to finance its activity
programo

Don Fowler, Principal
Enclosure

Jonuary 19, 1967

Dear
As one of the 32 AA high cc:woln which have opened during the past ten years,

your school has been selected to pnrticipote in a study of the financinB practices
used to initiate new school athletic programs. The purposes of this survey are to
determine: (l) how much money new high schools have been spending and can expect
to spend in the future to start their athletic programs; (2) how new high schools
have raised money for the athletic program; (3) how new hi3h schools have organ•
ized and administered the athletic budget for the first year; (4) available
arrangements and necessary procedures for financing the initial costs of a new
athletic program.
Since several school districts are contemplating additional facilities in the
near future, this study will attempt to shed light on the problems previously
encountered by new schools and to reconunend procedures of future use.
So that all respondents will interpret the questions in a consistent manner,
I would like to offer the following definitions to be used in the study:.

1. Athletic program ••• involvee participation in physical activity on a
competitive basis at the interscholastic level.
2. Athletic budget •••• total estimated operating and equipment expenditures
for the athletic program on a yearly basis.
3. Activity ticket •••• pre-paid student ticket which allows for admission
to school activities.
4. Student body card •• synonomous with. activity ticket.
5. Season ticket •••••• any ticket usually offered at a reduced per·game
rate for the entire sports season.
6. Operating expenses.any expenses incurred as a result of staging the
athletic program such as officials, timers, score·
keepers, laundering, etc. This includes all expenses
other than equipment purchase.
This study is the basis for a master's thesis under the direction of Dr. Frank
Price, chairman of the Department of Education at Central Washington State College.
We feel that the results will be valuable to secondary education and your contribu•
tion will be sincerely appreciated. I have enclosed a self-addressed stamped
envelope for your convenience in responding.
Sincerely,

Gary ff. Brines
30735 21 Avenue S. w.
Federal Way, Washington

FINANCING THE ATHLETIC PROGRAM
IN THE NEW HIGH SCHOOL IN
THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
Directions: Most of the questions require only a check mark in the appropriate
space. Some responses may need to be added to on the lines below the term
"other." Please feel free to elabo.rate at length on any question that you feel
has particular significance in relation to this studJ.
I. General Information:

--------------

A.

Name of School

Enrollment First Year

B.

Classes included in the First Year:

C.

Indicate the date your school opened______________~----~---

D.

Did your school participate in lea3ue competition the first year?

---------~~---~~------

9·12~,

10-12~,

10-11~,

10___ •

l. _Yes

2. _No

E.

Were the coaches selected prior to the formation of your initial athletic
budget?
~
L _Yes
2. _No

F.

If the coaches were selected, .were they requested to submit a proposed
budget for their particular sport?
l. _Yes
2. _No

II.

Organization and Administration .Q! the Initial Athletic Budget:

A.

Who was responsible for determining what the total amount of the initial
athletic budget would be for the first year of operation?
Principal
Vice-Principal
Athletic Director (District level)
Athletic Director (School level)
. Coaches
Faculty meober dele3ated by Principal
Other (please list below)

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
a.

B.

Please indicate who was delegated the responsibility to allocate the
monies to the various individual sports?
l.
2.
3.

Principal
Vice-Principal
Athletic Director (District level)
Athletic Director (School.level)
Coaches
Faculty cember
Other (please list below)

4.
5.
6.

1.
a.

2

C.

Please check the sporto which your ochool of fared tho firot year of
competition nnd the level of pnrticipntion in each:
Foot- Bosket-Base-WrestCross Swira- Gyranas-

D.

When purchasing equipment for athletics in a new school, it becones
necessary to estimate needs on the basis of expected participants. Please
place the number of expected participants in the spaces provided for each
sport.
Football _ __
Basketball
Baseball
Wrestling ___

---

----

B.

III,

1.

Indicate the total "estio.::ited" amount you felt would be necessary for
the first year's operating and equipcent budget.

2.

What amount was actually spent for the purchase of new equipcent?

3.

Indicate the actual total expenditures for the initial year.

4.

Indicate the total available funds earcarked for athletics prior to
the openins of school,

S.

Indicate the amount of money that your school was in debt after the
first year of operation.

..sm2.

Allocating Funds

!.£!: the Athletic Prograo

Indicate which sports purchased all of their necessary equipment prior to
to the first of the new school session •.
1.
Football
2. ----Basketball
3. _wrestling

-

n,

Cyr.mastics---Swimraing - - - -

In order to get an accurate picture of your first-year financial plans.
please answer the followin3 by placing the "dollar acounts" in the spaces
provided.

Securing

A.

Golf _ _ _ _ __

Track - - - - - Cross Country _ __
Tennis - - - - - -

4. _Baseball
5. _Track
6. _Golf

7. _Tennis

8.

~Cross Country
9. ____Gymnastics

If you indicated funds available prior to the first year, please check
the raethods of obtaining ther.i and insert an £! next to the method that
gained the aajor portion of the nvnilable funds.
sale of student activity tickets.
___ gift (s) froQ existing school (s) in the district.
____ sale of season tickets.
sale of booster buttons.
---- enlistcent of parents in money raisins projects.
---- student coney raising projects.
·=other (please list below)

1. _

2.
3,
4.
5.
6,
7.

3
c.

Indicate the ways money was obtainecl by th;;>. athletic proerom <luring the
first year 1 s operntion. Plensc lnt:icrt an !1 next to the method that took
in the major portion of the first y~flr 1 s proceeds.
sale of student nctlvity tickets.
3ift (s) from other school(s) in the district.
sale of scnson tickets.
_
gate receipts from llthletic contests.
sale of booster buttons.
_
parents raoncy raising projects.
_____ student ooney raisine projects.
other (please list below)
a.

1.
2. _
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

a.

D.

Please supply the followine inforrantion conccrnin3 the use of the student
activity ticket.
~~~--~~

npproxioate nunber of student activity tickets sold at your
school the first ycnr.
2. - - - - - - price of your student activity ticket.
1.

aoount of uoney fror.1 each activity ticket allocated specifically to athletics.

3.

E.

At your school, are the athletic monies kept in a fund separate from the
general student body finances?
Yes

1.
2.

F.

No

On what basis was each sport allocated coney to start its new program?

___

l. ~--~-number of participants.
_.percentage of total budget based on expected income.
2.
3. _____estimated needs deteroined by coaches.
4.
other (please list below)

---a.

IV. Arransements for Financins Deficit £!. Initial
A.

If you indicated indebtedness following the first year, was an installment
plan arranged to pay for purchase of athletic equipment?
l.
2.

B.

c.

~

Yes
No

Was interest charged for installment payment?
1.

Yes

2.

No

With whom was this installcent plan arrall8ed7
l.
2.
3.
4.

Atbletic supplies merchandiser
Other school(s) in the district wbo loaned you Qoney.
Bank which loaned you money.
Other (please list below)
a. ________..___________~-----------~----~~-----~
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D. Who was the individual responsible for arronging the installment plan?
l. _ ........Principal
2. _ _vice-Principal
3.
Athletic Director (District)
4.
Athletic Director (School)

E.

-----

S.

-

Coaches
Faculty member
Other (please list below)

6. _

7.
a.

Following the first year's operation, did you find that you had underesti•
mated the m:iount of indebtedness that you would face?
1. _Yes
2.

F.

No

If you did incur a bigser debt than nnticipated, the reason(s) were:
l.
2.
3.

4.
5.

less gate receipts than anticipated.
increased nucbers of participants than expected.
less student activity ticket sales than expected.
equipceut costs exceeded expectations.
operating costs exceeded expectations.

,V. Because I recoguize that your school cay have experienced sooe unusual fiuan•
cing circ'Utilstances, I hope that you will add any coanents or recOCXJendat1ons
that could provide additional depth to this study and thereby aid future nev
schools in their initial plans.

YOUtl CON'lltnUTION TO THIS STUDY IS SINCERELY APPRECIATED AND WILL DE SHARED ••••
If you wish a copy of the reaulta of this survey, please check the box below.
No

